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Abstract
Green-orders (tree-orders) in the classical one-dimensional case are the setting, to understand
p-adic blocks with cyclic defect of nite groups. Blocks with \cyclic defect" of Hecke orders
however, are Green-orders over two-dimensional rings. Hecke orders of dihedral groups of or-
der divisible by 4 are even dened over a three-dimensional ring. We extend the notion of
Green-orders to orders associated to a locally embedded graph instead of a tree, and to general
complete regular local noetherian ground rings of nite dimension. We extend the result, that
classical tree-orders are derived equivalent to star-orders. We then use these results to clarify the
derived equivalence classes of tame algebras of Dihedral type. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 16G30
1. Triangular orders
Let O be a commutative complete regular local noetherian ring of dimension d<1
with eld of fractions K and maximal ideal m. Let } := hi be a minimal principal
prime ideal in O.
Denition 1.1. A Cohen{Macaulay O-order  in a separable K-algebra A is an O-
algebra , which is O-free of nite rank, such that K ⊗O  := A is a separable
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K-algebra. By CM we denote the left Cohen{Macaulay modules for ; i.e. the left
-modules, which are O-free of nite rank. Similar notation is used for right modules.
Example 1.2. 1. The completions of Hecke algebras at maximal ideals are examples
of higher dimensional orders [16].
2. Deformations of local group-rings of nite groups are examples of dimension 2.
3. Some q-Schur-algebras are examples of dimension 2 [17].
We shall next dene the analogon of \triangular orders" in the classical (i.e. d=1)
situation [14].
Let 
 be a local O-order with a full principal ideal 1 ! := !0  
 = 
  !0.
Denition 1.3. The order
H := H
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0
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is then called the triangular Cohen{Macaulay-order with respect to (
;!; n).
The left ideal J! generated by
~!0 :=
0
BBBBBBBB@
0 1 0    0 0
0 0 1    0 0
0 0 0    0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0    0 1
!0 0 0    0 0
1
CCCCCCCCA
n
(2)
is two-sided, i.e. H  ~!0 = ~!0  H; moreover, conjugation with ~!0 induces an auto-
morphism v of H, which cyclicly permutes the indecomposable projective H-modules.
Remark 1.4. We note that the ideal J! of H has the following properties:
1. J! is projective as left H-module.
2. H=J! is a product of local torsion O-algebras.
3. J! rad(H).
The next result shows that these last three properties characterize the triangular
Cohen{Macaulay-orders.
1 I.e. K ⊗O ! = K ⊗O 
.
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Theorem 1.5. Assume that the indecomposable (as ring) basic Cohen{Macaulay-order
 has a two-sided Cohen{Macaulay-ideal J with
1. J  rad();
2. K  J = A;
3. J is left -projective;
4. =J is a product of local algebras. 2
Then  is isomorphic to the triangular order H
;!;n from Denition 1:3:
Remark 1.6. The condition J  rad(H) is essential, as shows the following example:
Let
 :=
0
BB@
O O O O
} O O O
} } O O
} } } O
1
CCA : (3)
subject to the condition that the (2; 2)-entry and the (4; 4)-entry are congruent modulo
. (Recall the }= hi is a minimal prime ideal in O). Then
I :=
0
BB@
O O O O
} } O O
} } O O
} } } }
1
CCA (4)
is a two-sided ideal which is projective, and =I is simple.
We point out one important property, which is a consequence of the theorem:
Corollary 1.7. The quotients Pi=I  Pi = 
=! := 
 are the same for each index i.
Proof. The proof in [14] is given there only for O of dimension one. For higher
dimensions the arguments almost carry over verbatim:
Since rad(O) is not principal any more, the arguments on p. 1720, −10 have to be
changed. We use the same notation loc.cit.: We consider a homomorphism  :Q 7! Pi.
According to the hypothesis J  rad() we conclude with Nakayama’s lemma, thatT
n2N J
n = 0. We now choose k minimal with Im()* J k+1  Pi. Hence  induces a
non-zero map Q 7! J k Pi=J k+1 Pi. However j = J k Pi=J k+1 Pi is local; but the top
of Q is not isomorphic to the top of J k  Pi=J k+1  Pi. Thus = 0.
The remaining arguments carry over.
2 Since K  J = A, the quotient =J is automatically O-torsion.
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2. Graph-orders
2.1. Truncated graphs and combinatorics
In this section we extend the notation of tree-order [14] and Green’s walk around
the tree [5] to locally embedded graphs.
To x the notation let G=(V;E) denote a nite graph (V the vertices, E the edges),
possibly with loops and multiple edges. Let nv be the valency of a vertex v (i.e. the
number of edges incident with this vertex v, where loops are counted twice).
A graph G is called locally embedded (or a Brauer graph), if at each vertex v a
cyclic ordering of the edges incident with this vertex (the local edges at v) is given, this
means a numbering of the local edges (v)=(ev(1); : : : ; ev(i); : : : ; ev(nv)) with i 2 Z=nvZ
modulo a cyclic permutation where the loops at v show up twice, the other edges at
v exactly once. In the examples we will give this numbering by a local embedding of
the graph in the plane, where the local edges at v are drawn in the clockwise order
according to the numbering.
Apart from the loops there shall be one further kind of edges, which are incident with
only one vertex, the so-called truncated edges. Such a truncated edge arises from an
ordinary graph by deleting the vertex of valency one of some end edge. If the graph
G is a tree without truncated edges and with at most one vertex of \multiplicity"
bigger than 1, this is the classical Brauer tree. (The multiplicity for vertices in locally
embedded graphs will be dened in Section 5.1.)
A walk of a graph is a path of oriented edges (ej)j where ej+1 is the next edge to
ej in the local orientation at the vertex, to which ej is pointing. A truncated edge is
to be oriented outwards; these become \dead ends". This generalizes \Green’s walk
around the Brauer tree".
To be more precise let LE := f(v; i): v 2 V; i 2 Z=nvZg be the set of local edges
which one may view equipped with an equivalence relation (v; i)  (v0; i0) :, ev(i) =
ev0(i0) coming from the genuine edges such that LE=  =E. On the local edges (v; i)
which corresponds to genuine edges, we dene a bijection o : (v; i) 7! (v0; i0) where
(v0; i0)  (v; i) and (v0; i0) 6= (v; i) is the other local edge of ev(i). Furthermore we
dene p :LE ! LE to be p((v; i)) := (v; i + 1).
If G has no truncated edges, then p  o is a bijection on LE, which we may assume
to be written as a product of disjoint cycles. Let ((w1; j1); : : : ; (wr; jr)) be one of these
cycles; i.e. an orbit under p  o. We dene a walk as the corresponding (ordered by
the cycle) edges (ew1 (j1); : : : ; ewr (jr)). By construction such a walk is given only up
to a cyclic permutation.
If G has truncated edges, we modify the walks ~W 1; : : : ; ~W‘ of the underlying graph
~G, which is obtained from G by giving each truncated edge its \lost vertex" back, as
follows:
Let ~W be a walk of ~G, and put ~W \ ~G nG = fv1; : : : ; vtg. We assume ew1 (j1) =
ev1 (1); : : : ; ewt (jt) = evt (1). Then ~W may be written as
~W = (: : : ; ew1 (j1); ev1 (1); : : : ; ewt (jt); evt (1));
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which gives the nite walks W1=(: : : ; ew1 (j1)]; : : : ; Wt=(: : : ; ewt (jt)], the notation being
borrowed from analysis.
We illustrate this concept by the following
Example 2.1.
The local embeddings :
(v1) = (e1); The walks :
(v2) = (e1; e3; e2; e4); (e3; e5; e4; e1; e1);
(v3) = (e2; e5; e4; e3; e5) (e2; e5; e2; e4; e3)
Starting with the local edge (v2; 2) (belonging to the edge ev2 (2) = e3) we get the
following orbit of p  o:
(v2; 2)
po7−!(v3; 5) po7−!(v3; 3) po7!(v2; 1) po7!(v1; 1) po7!(v2; 2)
which gives the walk W1 = (e3; e5; e4; e1; e1) where we may interpret e3 = ev2 (2) =
ev3 (4) walked trough from (v2; 2) to (v3; 4), e5 = ev3 (5) = ev3 (2) walked trough from
(v3; 5) to (v3; 2), and so on:
If we would have deleted v1, we also would have to delete (v1; 1); therefore o((v2; 1))
is not dened and the walk W1 becomes (e3; e5; e4; e1] where it stops.
2.2. The order associated to a vertex
We shall keep the notation introduced above; in particular, the numbering of the
edges at each vertex.
We shall next dene an O-order Hv associated to the vertex v.
Denition 2.2. The vertex v has cyclicly ordered local edges ((v; 1); : : : ; (v; nv)). Let

v be a local O-order as in Section 1 with !v := !0(v)  
v = 
v  !0(v), a regu-
lar principal ideal, and let Hv be the triangular order (cf. Denition 1.1) of size nv.
The indecomposable projective left Hv-lattice corresponding to the ith column will be
denoted by Mv;i. Observe that the local ordering at v is incorporated in Hv.
2.3. Generalized Green-orders
We now construct to our locally embedded graph and the orders Hv (
v still has to
be modied) an O-order G. To this end we make the following:
Assumption 2.3. 1. We are given an O-algebra 
.
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2. For each vertex v we are given a local O-order 
v; together with a xed epi-
morphism v :
v ! 
 with kernel !v.
We use the abbreviation 
v(v; w)
w to denote the pull-back
Note that 
v(v; w)
w changes | not only up to isomorphism | if the maps v are
changed. However, since the maps v and w are xed, we simple write 
v −
w for
the above pull-back.
Denition 2.4 (The order associated to G). Let H := v2V Hv. We shall describe the
order  := G =G(
v; !v; v) as a subring of H . Let v 2 V and let (v; i) be a local
genuine edge at v and so it is associated to a second vertex (w; j) | note that v= w
is possible. We now replace in HvHw (in Hv if v=w) the ith diagonal entry 
iv of
Hv and the the jth diagonal entry 
jw of Hw by 
v −
w, i.e. the product 
iv 
jw is
replaced by the pull-back 
v − 
w.
Classically, the Brauer tree-order is associated to a tree, where one vertex is the
exceptional vertex v0, which comes with a multiplicity mv0 . In the classical situation,
where O is the ring of integers in a local number eld, the rings 
v correspond to
unramied extensions of O for v 6= v0 and mv0 is the \ramication index" of 
v0 .
Let us note some obvious properties of G:
Note 2.5. 1. The indecomposable projective left -modules are in bijection to the
edges of G | both the genuine and the truncated ones | so we label them Pe.
2. If e = ev(i) is a truncated edge with vertex v, then Pe =Mv;i.
3. In this case we have a short exact sequence
0! Mv;i−1 ! Pe =Mv;i ! 
! 0: (5)
4. If e is a genuine edge, then Pe is the pull-back
Pe −! Mv;i??y ??y
Mw;j −! 
:
5. Moreover, in this case we have the following commutative diagram with exact
rows and columns:
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(6)
Note that as rings we have 
(Pe) = 
.
6. It should be noted that the kernels of the projections Pe ! Mv;i and Pe ! Mw;j are
projective H-modules, provided e is a genuine edge, and that they are local -modules;
this is the reason, why we can dene the ‘walks along our graph’.
2.4. Projective resolutions
The walks around the graph now give the projective resolutions, as dened in detail
in [6]. Observe that we stroll along the walks in the graph by denition clockwise.
This then gives the projective resolutions of the H-module corresponding to the local
edge where the walk starts | so the arrows in the projective resolution point into the
opposite direction of the walk. There are two types of walks:
1. The periodic walks, where it is irrelevant for the projective resolution, where one
starts.
2. A nite walk starts at the root of a truncated edge and ends at a (most likely an
other) truncated edge, which corresponds to a projective G-module.
We demonstrate this by looking at the Example 2.1 where we suppose the edge e1
to be truncated, i.e. the vertex v1 deleted:
The walk W1 = (e3; e5; e4; e1] corresponds to the nite projective resolution
The walk W2 = (e2; e5; e2; e4; e3) corresponds to the periodic projective resolution
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3. The characterization of graph-orders
Above we have dened the order G via the graph G, which in retrospect can be
reconstructed from the projective resolutions of the modules fMv;ig.
A natural question now arises:
Is an O-order , which has distinguished modules fMv;ig, such that the projective
resolutions of these modules correspond to walks around a locally embedded graph G,
is such an order Morita equivalent to G for suitable data f
v; !v; vg?
We rst present a counterexample.
3.1. Example.
Let R be a complete Dedekind domain with maximal ideal .
Note 3.1. We may replace R by a complete regular local integral domain of dimension
d<1 and  by a prime ideal of height 1.
Let
i :=

R R
 R

and i :=

 
2 

for i = 1; 2:
We denote by M1 and M2 the indecomposable projective 1-modules and N1 and N2 the
indecomposable projective 2-modules, corresponding to the rst and second column
resp. of i for 1  i  2. We now dene  as the pull-back
 ! 1
# #
2 !i=i:
Then we have projective resolutions, where Pj for j=1; 2 are the two indecomposable
projective -modules.
Pj :=   Pj j!Pj j!Pj j!  
with Ker(1) =M1; Ker(2) =M2 and Ker(1) = N1; Ker(2) = N2.
The important things to notice here are the following:
1. The ring  certainly is not a graph-order in the sense of Denition 2.4.
2. The graph constructed from the above projective resolutions is
(| ) [ (| );
which is not connected.
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The point is that
1. the projective modules P1 and P2 are rationally isomorphic, and
2. P2 has a non zero map to Mi=  Mi, which is not being detected in the above
projective resolutions.
3.2. The characterization
Denition 3.2. Let  be a basic-connected Cohen{Macaulay O-order in the separable
K-algebra A together with a locally embedded graph G := (V; E). Denote by Pe,
indexed by the edges e= ev(i) = ew(j) of G, where (v; i); (w; j) are the corresponding
local edges of e, the indecomposable projective -lattices with corresponding primitive
idempotents e subject to the following properties:
1. We write e=v; i+w;j as a sum of orthogonal idempotents and put Mv;i := Pe v; i,
corresponding to the local edges (v; i).
2. We have projective cover sequences as in diagram (6).
3. The modules Mv;i and Mv;i0 are rationally isomorphic for i; i0 2 Z=nv  Z.
4. The projective resolution of Mv;i is given by the corresponding walk around the
locally embedded graph according the convention in Section 2.4.
5. In case there exists an other projective Pe0 with K  Pe = K  Pe0 we require in
addition Hom(Pe0 ; 
(Pe)) = 0; this is done in order to exclude the above example.
Lemma 3.3. The projective resolutions of Mv;i are part of the pull-back diagram (6).
Proof. This follows from the above, noting that Mv;i \Mw;j = 0.
Theorem 3.4. If  is an order as in Denition 3:2; then it is isomorphic to the
graph-order (G;
v; !v; v) with
1. 
v = End(Mv;1);
2. !v = 0v;1  0v;2      0v;nv 2 End(Mv;1) (with the notation of diagram (6) and
3. v :
v ! 
 is induced from v; i. Note that this automatically implies that 
(Pe)
is the same; namely 
; for every e 2 E.
For the proof we note:
Lemma 3.5. Let Pe be as before and assume for Pe0 with e0 = ev0(i0) = ew0(j0) that
the modules Mv;i−1 and Mw0 ; j0 lie in dierent rational components i.e. v 6= w0. Then
Hom(Pe0 ; Mv; i) = Hom(Pe0 ; Mv; i−1):
Proof. In any case we have a homomorphism
~v; i−1  :Hom(Pe0 ; Mv; i−1)! Hom(Pe0 ; Mv; i);
induced from v; i−1, which is injective and hence ~v; i−1  is injective.
In order to show surjectivity, let us be given  :Pe0 ! Mv;i. According to the hy-
pothesis that the modules Mv;i−1 and Mw0 ; j0 lie in dierent rational components, the
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map  factorizes via the projection of Pe0 into K  Mv;i; however, the image of this
projections is by denition (cf. diagram (6) the module Mv;i−1, which is pure and so
KMv;i−1\P=Mv;i−1. Because of diagram (6), the map  lies in the image of ~v; i−1 .
Note 3.6. As is apparent from Example 3:1, the conclusion Hom(Pe0 ; 
(Pe))=0 is not
automatically satised if K  Pe0 = K  Pe. Thus we have to require in the denition
Hom(Pe0 ; 
(Pe)) = 0, which the guarantees that
Hom(Pe0 ; Mv; i) = Hom(Pe0 ; Mv; i−1)
always holds.
The proof of the theorem now follows along the lines of the proof of Theorem (2:3)
in [14]. Though the proof in [14] has been done for trees only and also only for rings
of dimension one, they do carry over with the modication done in the Denition 3.2
(cf. Note 3:6). As in the proof of Theorem 8:2 in [15] the proof strongly depends on
characterization of triangular orders in Theorem 1.5.
4. Derived equivalences
For the remaining part of the paper we study the derived equivalence classes of
graph-orders. Apart from Rickard’s original papers [11{13] we refer to the Lecture
Notes of Konig and Zimmermann [9].
The origin is Rickard’s [12] classication of tree-algebras by derived equivalences
with its important applications to modular blocks with cyclic defect. The integral ver-
sion of this result can be found in [18]. A detailed analysis of the proofs in [18]
shows that they carry over to tree-orders over O, a commutative complete regular local
noetherian integral domain of dimension d<1.
The higher-dimensional tree-orders arise in case O is the completion Z[q]m of the
arithmetic surface at a maximal ideal m= hq− 1; pi for a rational prime p as \blocks
of cyclic defect" of Hm := Z[q]m ⊗Z[q] H, where H is the Hecke-order of a nite
Coxeter-group [17]. They also arise as deformations of integral blocks with cyclic
defect. Moreover, the Hecke-orders Hm of the dihedral groups of order 2  pn for an
odd prime p are tree-orders to  | |  (cf. [16]).
The above orders for a locally embedded graph are not only of interest for their own
sake; they are used in Section 5 to complete Holm’s ([6]) classication of the derived
classes of Erdmann’s [3] tame algebras of dihedral type. The interesting point here |
which again stresses the importance of orders versus artin algebras | is that most of
the tame algebras of dihedral type itself are graph-algebras (as Gabriel and Riedtmann
[4] have done for trees, one can dene graph-algebras for a locally embedded graph (cf.
Section 5)), which are reductions ‘modulo ’ of the corresponding graph-orders. There
are though two families of tame algebras of dihedral type which are not graph-algebras.
These cannot be derived equivalent to a graph-algebra, since the class of graph-algebras
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is closed under derived equivalence (cf. Section 5:2). We do not know though, whether
graph-orders are closed under derived equivalence.
We point out that even though a block B with generalzied dihedral defect over Fp is
a graph-algebra to the graph G, the corresponding p-adic block B is not a graph-order
over the p-adic integers Zp. However, one can construct a graph order G to G, with
G=p ’ B.
The main result on derived equivalences of graph-orders is:
Theorem. If G is a graph with n edges; then there is a generalized star GStn with n
edges (i.e. all edges are incident with a xed vertex vc); such that the graph-orders
G(
v; !v; v) and GStn(
v; !v; v) are derived equivalent. (Note that G and GStn
have the same number over vertices.)
Moreover, except for the center of this generalized star and possibly one further
vertex all other vertices have valency one. Which possibility occurs may be decided
by considering the number #V − rkCG, where rkCG denotes the rank of the Cartan
matrix CG of G. If #V − rkCG=0, the generalized star consists of end edges and loops
only; if #V − rkCG = 1, the generalized star consists of end edges and one multiple
edge, i.e. several edges between the same two vertices (cf. [8] for details).
Note 4.1. 1. We point out, that in the proof above, we actually show, that every
prescribed vertex v0 in G with corresponding data (
v0 ; v0 ) can be choosen to give
vc in GStn with the same data under the derived equivalence.
2. We cannot say though, whether the set f(
v; v): v 2 Vg is a derived invariant;
this seems likely, since a derived equivalence between local orders is an isomorphism
[18].
3. We point out that this result does not imply that an order , derived equivalent
to a graph-order G is itself a graph-order. This seems to be very likely though.
We are convinced by the results of Gabriel{Riedtmann [4] that the last statement is
true in case
1.  is a Gorenstein order; 3 then also G is Gorenstein and
2. in the stable category GCM of the Cohen{Macaulay G-modules, we have
HomG (Mv;i; Mv;j) = 0 for i 6= j.
Let us point out some of the problems here in trying to prove this:
Let us recall | modifying Rickard’s [13] results to the present situation | that a
derived equivalence G !  preserves being Gorenstein and induces a stable equiva-
lence of Morita-type
F := B⊗G − : GCM! CM;
3 This means that Hom(; R) is projective.
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where B is a (;G)-bimodule, projective on either side. Hence G is Gorenstein.
We want to apply the characterization of graph-orders in Theorem 3.4, which has a
hypothesis: In case there exists a projective -module Pe0 with K Pe=K Pe0 we require
Hom(Pe0 ; 
(Pe))=0. Since G is Gorenstein this is tantamount to HomG (Mv;i; Mv;j)=0
for i 6= j. Which was a hypothesis.
We would like to apply Theorem 3.4: We put
F := B⊗G −: GCM! CM:
For X 2 CM we write X = X0 provided X ’ P  X0, where P is projective and X0
has no projective summands. We have (cf. diagram (6)) the projective resolutions
0 ! Mw;j−1 ! Pe ! Mv;i ! 0 and
0 ! Mv;i−1 ! Pe ! Mw;j ! 0 as well as
0 ! Mv;i−1 ! Mv;i ! 
(Pe) ! 0 and
0 ! Mw;j−1 ! Mw;j ! 
(Pe) ! 0:
If we apply F and split o projective{injectives, we get the projective cover sequences:
0 ! Xw;j−1 ! Q1 ! Xv; i ! 0 and
0 ! Xv; i−1 ! Q2 ! Xw;j ! 0 as well as
E : 0 ! F(Mv;i−1) ! F(Mv;i) ! F( 
(Pe)) ! 0 and
0 ! F(Mw;j−1) ! F(Mw;j) ! F( 
(Pe)) ! 0:
Let X stand for one of fXv; i; Xv; i−i ; Xw;j; Xw;j−1; g. Then X is indecomposable; but we
do not know
1. whether X is local, i.e. whether Qi is indecomposable,
2. whether each indecomposable projective occurs exactly twice in this set of pro-
jective resolutions,
3. how to handle F( 
(Pe)),
4. whether in E we can split o projectives.
All these questions have to be answered in order to apply Theorem 3.4 successfully.
4.1. Proofs and examples
We will call two locally embedded graphs G and G0 derived equivalent (denoted
by G =
der
G0) if the corresponding graph orders G(
v; !v; v) and G0(
v; !v; v) are
derived equivalent.
The next lemma will give the technical tools to manipulate a graph in its derived
equivalence class:
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Lemma 4.2.
Proof. \(i)" The proof from [18] of moving end edges in trees may be adapted to this
situation.
\(ii)" is analog to (i).
\(iii) and (iv)": We shall give here the proof of (iv) in the case that the vertex set
of e1; e2 = fv1; v2; v3; v4g is a set of size 4, the other cases are done similarly (cf. [2]).
We choose a numbering at the vertices v1 and v3 such that Pe0 ; Pe1 are rst: (v1) =
(Pe0 ; Pe1 ; : : :) and (v3)=(Pe0 ; Pe2 ; : : :) and therefore Pe0 =Mv1 ;1−Mv3 ;1, Pe1 =Mv1 ;2−Mv2 ;i0 ,
Pe2 =Mv3 ;2 −Mv4 ;j0 :
We show that the complex
T  := T e0 
M
e2Enfe0g
Pe
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with T e0 :=    0! Pe0
(( 1 00 0 )( 0 01 0 ))−−−−−−−!Pe1  Pe2 ! 0    concentrated in degrees −1 and 0,
is a tilting complex, which gives the claimed derived equivalence.
That T e0 is a tilting complex can be checked directly. So we just have to compute
End(T ), where we use the notation Hom (End) to denote the morphisms (endomor-
phisms) in the stable category.
The Pierce decomposition of End(T ) is given asM
e;f2Enfe0g
Hom(Pe; Pf) 
M
e2Enfe0g
Hom(Pe; T e0 )

M
e2Enfe0g
Hom(T e0 ; Pe) Hom(T e0 ; T e0 ):
For the rst summand we haveM
e;f2Enfe0g
Hom(Pe; Pf) =
M
e;f2Enfe0g
Hom(Pe; Pf):
To calculate Hom(T e0 ; T

e0 ) we consider
For (; ) to be a morphism of complexes the above diagram has to be commutative,
so 
1 0 0 0
0 0 3 0

=

1 0
0 3



1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

=

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0


0
BB@
1 0 0 0
0 2 0 0
0 0 3 0
0 0 0 4
1
CCA=

1 0 0 0
0 0 3 0

:
Thus  determines . With the given homotopy one sees that 1  3 and that 2; 4
determine the homotopy class completely, therefore
Hom(T e0 ; T

e0 )
= 
v2 − 
v4 :
For the calculation of
L
e2Enfe0g Hom(Pe; T

e0 ) and
L
e2Enfe0g Hom(T

e0 ; Pe) we argue as
follows:
If v1; v2 62 e, then Hom(Pe; T e0 )=Hom(Pe; Pe1Pe2 ) and Hom(T e0 ; Pe)=Hom(Pe1
Pe2 ; Pe).
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For e 6= e1; e2 we have with the Kronecker-Delta w;w0 the following situation:
The above homotopy shows that Hom(Pe; T e0 ) is given by v2 ;w2; v2 ;w0 ; 
0
2; v4 ;w4;
v4 ;w0
0
4 and similarly the commutativity condition

0 0
0 0

=

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0BB@
v1 ;w1 v1 ;w0
0
1
v2 ;w2 v2 ;w0
0
2
v3 ;w3 v3 ;w0
0
3
v4 ;w4 v4 ;w0
0
4
1
CCA=

v1 ;w1 v1 ;w0
0
1
v3 ;w3 v3 ;w0
0
3

;
shows that v1 ;w1 = v1 ;w0
0
1 = v3 ;w3 = v3 ;w0
0
3 = 0 and therefore Hom(T

e0 ; Pe) is
determined by v2 ;w2; v2 ;w0
0
2; v4 ;w4; v4 ;w0
0
4. So the morphisms from and to T

e0
are determined by their part to and from Mv2 ;i0 and Mv4 ;j0 .
For e = e1 we obtain the diagram
The given homotopy shows that Hom(Pe1 ; T

e0 ) is determined by 2, i.e.
Hom(Pe1 ; T

e0 ) = 
v2 : (7)
Similarly the commutativity condition for (; ) to be a morphism of complexes shows

0 0
0 0

=

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0BB@
1 0
0 2
0 0
0 0
1
CCA=

1 0
0 0

and so 1 = 0, hence Hom(T e0 ; Pe1 ) is given by 2 2 !v2 , i.e.
Hom(T e0 ; Pe1 ) = !v2 : (8)
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The case e = e2 is done analogously to the case e = e1 and gives
Hom(Pe2 ; T

e0 ) = 
v4 ; Hom(T

e0 ; Pe2 ) = !v4 : (9)
Now one reads from (7){(9) that
We apply this to prove anew
Theorem 4.3 (Rickard [12], Roggenkamp{Zimmermann [18]). If T is a tree with n
edges and Stn is the star with n edges (i.e. all edges incident with a one vertex); then
T =
der
Stn.
Proof. Choose a vertex v0 and move all end edges to v0 (with the tool from Lemma
4.2 (i)). As long as T is not yet a star, there are end edges to be moved and after at
most n− 1 moves the star is achieved.
Theorem 4.4. If G is a graph with n edges; then there is a generalized star GStn with
n edges; such that G =
der
GStn.
Moreover; except the center of this generalized star and possibly one further vertex
all other vertices have valency one.
Proof. Choose a vertex v0.
By moving or turning an edge e (with the tools from Lemma 4.2), we can make
this edge incident to every vertex of those edges which are in the same walk of the
graph as e is (such a vertex will be called adjacent to this walk).
If there are walks not adjacent to v0, then there are edges which are in two walks,
one adjacent to v0, the other not. By moving=turning this edge to v0 both walks will
become adjacent to v0, thus reducing the number of walks not adjacent to v0. So we
may assume that all walks are adjacent to v0. Now all edges may be moved or turned
to v0 and we reach a generalized star.
If one has now a loop at v0, then all edges which are not end edges can be turned
into loops. If one does not have any loops at v0, on can at least achieve that all edges
which are not end edges are between two vertices v0; v1.
In the rst case, all other vertices have valency one, in the second case one has to
exclude v1.
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Example 4.5. We visualize the mechanic of the proof in two examples. The rst step
in the rst example makes the walk U1 adjacent to v0 so that any edge may be turned
to v0. In the second example it would suce to move the end edge e1 to v0 to get
a generalized star, but the valency of v2 would not be as small as possible. These
examples illustrate also the two dierent possible types of resulting generalized stars.
5. Applications to graph algebras and to tame blocks of dihedral type
5.1. Graph algebras
In analogy to Brauer trees we are given a locally embedded graph G := G(E; V; m),
with m : V ! N a map, which associates to each vertex a multiplicity mv. As is done
by Gabriel{Riedtmann [4] we construct a quiver Q := (Q0; Q1) from G: As vertices
Q0 of the quiver we take the edges E of the locally embedded graph G, so Q0 := E.
For each vertex v 2 V the tuple (v) = (ev(1); : : : ; ev(nv)) of local edges at v denes a
cycle cv; i := v; i    v; i−1 of arrows in the quiver Q ev(i) v; i! ev(i + 1) with i 2 Z=nvZ
(in particular one has ev(nv)
v;0! ev(1)). (Observe that here we do not identify | as was
done above | cv; i with cv; j.) Since the cycles fcv; i: 1  i  nvg correspond to the set
of all complete walks around the vertex v, they will be called complete cycles (we
will see that a complete cycle may split in two shorter cycles). This way one gets a
quiver Q with
1. Q1 is the union all arrows in the cycles,
2. each vertex belongs to exactly 2 cycles.
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Let now k be a eld. In the path algebra kQ we dene for t=1 the ideal It to be
generated by the following elements:
It := h v; iv0 ; i0 : 8v; v0 2 V; i 2 Z=nvZ; i0 2 Z=nv0Z; (v0; i0) 6= (v; i + 1);
cmvv; i − tcmv0v0 ; i0 : 8(v; i) 6= (v0; i0) with ev(i) = ev0(i0) 2 E;
cmvv; i : 8 truncated edges ev(i) 2 E iideal:
If we put AG;t := kQ=It , then AG := AG;1 will be called the (Brauer) graph-algebra;
since in case G is a tree, we get the tree-algebra (Brauer-algebra).
This means that we have in the graph algebra AG the following relations: concate-
nation of two arrows is zero, unless they follow each another directly in a cycle, for
dierent complete cycles cv; i and cw;j with common starting vertex in Q0 = E; i.e.
ev; i = ew;j, the powers c
mv
v; i and c
mw
w;j are equal, where mv and mw are the multiplicities
associated to the vertices v and w resp.
To avoid paths of length one in the relations dening the ideal It we delete v;0
from the quiver (and the relations involving v;0) in case nv = 1 = mv and we add the
relations v0 ; i0−1c
mv0
v0 ; i0 and c
mv0
v0 ; i0v0 ; i0 to It for (v
0; i0) with ev(0) = ev0(i0) (some of the
relations will be automatic, namely if ev0(i0−1) and ev0(i0+1) resp. are not end edges
with end vertices of multiplicity 1). This way It becomes an admissible ideal in kQ
(cf. [1] for notation).
5.2. Derived equivalences of graph algebras
We transfer now the derived equivalences of graph-orders to the corresponding graph
algebras. Although this transfer is possible in any characteristic (cf. [7]), we limit
ourselves here to the easier and for the application to algebras of dihedral type most
important case of characteristic 2.
So from now on let k be a eld of characteristic 2.
Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring such that  := 0 R is its maximal ideal
(generated by the parameter 0) and let k := R= be its residue eld.
For every v 2 V let 
v be a totally ramied extension 
v of degree mv with
maximal ideal v; i.e. mvv = 
v and let v : 
v ! 
v=(v) = k denote the canonical
projection onto the associated residue eld concatenated with a chosen isomorphism to
k; i.e. 
 = k. The pull-back 
v − 
v0 is dened as before.
Proposition 5.1. If G =
der
G0; i.e. the orders G(
v; v; v) and G0(
v; v; v) are de-
rived equivalent; then the corresponding graph algebras AG and AG0 are derived
equivalent; where G = (V; E; m) and G0 = (V 0; E0; m0). Moreover; V = V 0 and m= m0
with an appropriate permutation of V .
Proof. By [13, Corollary 2.2] we have k ⊗R G =
der
k ⊗R G0 . But k ⊗R G = AG;−1,
which is equal to AG (char k = 2 !).
For the graph algebras we have moreover the very important
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Table 1. (Continued).
Proposition 5.2. Graph algebras are closed under derived equivalence.
For, the proof we just remark that Benson’s characterization of graph algebras [2,
Theorem 4:18:3] is derived invariant.
5.3. Tame blocks of dihedral type
Algebras of dihedral type over an algebraically closed eld k are graph algebras, e.g.
blocks of group algebras of dihedral defect (for notation cf. [3]), with the exception
of D(2A) and D(2B) for the parameter c = 1, which exist only in characteristic 2.
For convenience of the reader, we include a list of these algebras and how they are
interpreted as graph algebras: as usual the zero relations are given by the dotted lines
in the quiver so that we give only the commutativity relations (Table 1).
As an application of Proposition 5.1 we can read o this table of all the (known)
derived equivalences of algebras of dihedral type (cf. [10,6]), for example the cases of
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blocks of group algebras with dihedral defect where the black vertex (below) denotes
the exceptional vertex:
Exactly in case of char k=2, there are algebras of dihedral type, namely D(2A)l(1)
and D(2B)l; s(1), which are not graph-algebras. So these cannot be derived equivalent
to any of the other algebras of dihedral type by Proposition 5.2 and we conclude
with lling in the last case of the derived classication of tame algebras of dihedral
type:
Corollary 5.3. If char k=2; then the algebras D(2A)l(0) and D(2A)l(1); respectively
the algebras D(2B)l; s(0) and D(2B)l; s(1) are not derived equivalent.
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